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A New Approach to Abstract Machines
- Introduction to the Theory of
Configuration Machines
Zhaohua Luo
Abstract
An abstract machine is a theoretical model designed to perform a rigorous study
of computation. Such a model usually consists of configurations, instructions, pro-
grams, inputs and outputs for the machine. In this paper we formalize these notions
as a very simple algebraic system, called a configuration machine. If an abstract ma-
chine is defined as a configuration machine consisting of primitive recursive functions
then the functions computed by the machine are always recursive. The theory of
configuration machines provides a useful tool to study universal machines.
1 Introduction
An abstract machine is a theoretical model designed to perform a rigorous
study of computation. Such a model usually consists of detailed descriptions
of how to define configurations, instructions, programs, inputs and outputs for
the machine, and how to perform computations step by step. In this paper we
formalize these notions as a very simple algebraic system, called a configuration
machine. If an abstract machine is defined as a configuration machine which
consists of only primitive recursive functions then the functions computed by
the machine are always recursive. This fundamental fact is usually justified
by Church thesis but is rather tedious to prove in the traditional approach.
The theory of configuration machines provides a useful tool to study universal
machines.
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2 Configuration Machines
Let N be the set of natural numbers. A function from Nk to N for any k ¥ 0
is simply called a function. The class of primitive recursive functions is the
smallest class of total functions including the initial functions and closed under
composition and primitive recursion. The smallest class of partial functions
that includes the initial functions and is closed under composition, primitive
recursion, and the µ operator is called the class of recursive functions. The
reader is refer to [6] [7] [8] for the general theory of recursive functions.
We say a function f : Nk Ñ Nn is primitive recursive if each component
fi  pi f : N
k
Ñ N p1 ¤ i ¤ nq is so, where pi : N
n
Ñ N is the i-th projection.
Let N8  N1 Y N2 Y N3 Y .. Y Nk Y ..... A function I : N8 Ñ Nn is called
primitive recursive if the restriction Ik of I on each Nk  N8 is primitive
recursive.
A configuration computer (or C-computer) C  pC, S,P,M, 0, τ, , q is an
algebraic system consisting of four nonempty sets C, S,P,M, an element 0 P P,
and three functions τ : C Ñ S,  : P  C Ñ C,  : M S Ñ P such that
C1. 0  c  c for any c P C.
C2. For any e P M there is only finitely many s P S with e  s  0.
A C-machine is a C-computer C together with two functions I : N8 Ñ C and
O : C Ñ N, called the input and output for C.
A program for a C-computer C is a function m : S Ñ P such that there is only
finitely many s P S with mpsq  0. Each e P M determines a program νpeq
such that νpeqpsq  e  s. Denote by ProgpCq the set of programs for C. We
have a function ν : M Ñ ProgpCq. We say C is complete if ν is bijective. We
say C is canonical if M  ProgpCq and m s  mpsq for any m P ProgpCq and
s P S.
Elements in C, S,P are called configurations, situations and instructions re-
spectively.
A configuration c P C is called terminal for an element e P M (resp. a program
m) if e  τpcq  0 (resp. mpτpcqq  0).
Suppose C is a C-computer. We define a sequence of functions:
total function ρ : M C Ñ C,
total function δ : M C N Ñ C,
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partial function h : M C Ñ C,
partial function ϕ : M C Ñ C.
Suppose e P M, c P C. Define:
ρpe, cq  pe  τpcqq  c,
δ : MCN Ñ C inductively as δpe, c, 0q  c and δpe, c, n 1q  ρpe, δpe, c, nqq
for any n ¥ 0.
Let hpe, cq  µipe τpδpe, c, iqq  0q, i.e. hpe, cq is the least number i such that
δpe, c, iq is terminal for e if such an i exists, otherwise hpe, cq is undefined.
Let ϕpe, cq  δpe, c, hpe, cqq.
Suppose C is a C-machine.
For any k ¡ 0 let ψk : M  Nk Ñ N be the partial function defined by
ψkpe, a1, ..., akq  Opϕpe, Ipa1, ..., akqqq for any pa1, ..., akq P N
k.
For any e P M and k ¡ 0 let φke : N
k
Ñ N be the partial function such that
φkepa1, ..., akq  ψ
k
pe, a1, ..., akq.
We point out that the definition of φke is completely determined by the program
νpeq, because ρpe, cq  νpeqpτpcqq  c, and c is terminal for e iff νpeqpτpcqq  0.
Thus if e and e1 determine the same program, then φke  φ
k
e1.
For any program m for C we define a partial function φkm as above, using
ρpe, cq  mpτpcqq  c and mpτpcqq  0 as the criterion for a terminal configu-
ration for m.
Let Ck  tφ
k
e | e P Mu.
Let C  C1 Y C2 Y C3 Y ...
A partial function f : Nk Ñ N is called C-computable if f P C .
An arithmetic C-machine is a C-machine C such that the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) C  Nr for some r ¡ 0.
(2) N  S  P  M.
(3) All the functions τ, , , I,O are primitive recursive.
Since all the functions involved in the definition of ψ and ψk are recursive for
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an arithmetic machine, we have the following fundamental theorem:
Theorem 1 Suppose C is an arithmetic C-machine. Then
1. For any k ¡ 0 the partial function ψk is recursive.
2. For any number e and k ¡ 0 the partial function φke is recursive.
3. For any program m and k ¡ 0 the partial function φkm is recursive (since m
is primitive recursive).
4. Any C-computable function is recursive.
A partial k 1-ary recursive function F py, x1, ..., xkq from N
k 1 to N is called a
universal function for k-ary recursive functions if for any partial k-ary function
fpx1, ..., xkq from N
k to N there exists a number y P N such that fpx1, ..., xkq 
F py, x1, ..., xkq for any px1, ..., xkq P N
k.
A universal machine is a C-machine C such that M  N and for any k ¡ 0
the partial function ψk : Nk 1 Ñ N is universal for k-ary recursive functions
If C is arithmetic then ψk is recursive by Theorem 1. Thus C is universal if
any recursive function is C-computable. Hence we have the following
Theorem 2 An arithmetic C-machine C is universal if any recursive function
is C-computable.
We shall see in Section 4 and 5 that the C-machines determined by Turing
machine and unlimited register machine are universal.
In practice a concrete C-machine is often given as a configuration algebra (plus
input and out functions) which is defined as follows:
Definition 3 A configuration algebra A  pC, S,P, τ, q is an algebraic sys-
tem consisting of three nonempty sets C, S,P and two functions τ : C Ñ S
and  : P  C Ñ C. A configuration algebra is arithmetic if C  Nr for some
r ¡ 0, S  N and P  N , where N  is the set of positive integers.
By a program for a configuration algebra C we mean a function from a finite
subset of S to P. Let M be the set of all programs for C. Assume 0 R P and
let P   P Y t0u. For any program m P M we define m  s  mpsq if mpsq
is defined and m  s  0 otherwise. Then C  pC, S,P,M, 0, τ, , q is a
canonical C-machine, and any complete C-machine arises in this way, up to
an isomorphism of M. Conversely, any C-machine determines a configuration
algebra by forgetting M,  and changing P to P  0. Thus the notions of
configuration algebra and complete or canonical C-computer are equivalent.
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Example 2.1 The Turing algebra is a configuration algebra defined as fol-
lows. Let S  ts0, s1, ...u be an infinite set of symbols. A two-way S-tape
is a function from the set Z of integers to S sending all but finitely many
integers to s0. Suppose u is such a tape. If we change up0q to s P S we
obtain a new tape denoted by Ssu. Let Ru and Lu be the tapes such that
pRuqpiq  upi   1q and pLuqpiq  upi  1q respectively. Let TapeS be the set
of all S-tapes. Let N  tq0, q1, ...u be a set of states. Let C  N  TapeS,
S  N  S, P  pN  pS Y tR,Luq. If u is a tape and qi is a state let
τpqi, uq  pqi, up0qq. Define pqi, sqpsj, vq  pqi, Ssvq, pqi, Rqpqk, vq  pqi, Rvq
and pqi, Lq  pqk, vq  pqi, Lvq (cf. [3] [4] [10]).
Example 2.2 The unlimited register algebra is a configuration algebra defined
as follows. A one-way tape is an infinite sequence u  pu0, u1, ...q of numbers
such all but a finite number of components are not 0. Denote by Tape the set
of one-way tapes. Let C  N Tape, S  N and τpa, uq  a. Let
P  tZprq, Sprq, T pr, sq, Jpr, s, tqur,s,tPN.
Define
Zprq  pa, uq  pa  1, pu0, ..., ur1, 0, ur 1, ...qq.
Sprq  pa, uq  pa  1, pu0, ..., ur1, ur   1, ur 1, ...qq.
T pr, sq  pa, uq  pa  1, pu0, ..., us1, ur, us 1, ...qq.
Jpr, s, tq  pa, uq  pt, uq if ur  us and Jpr, s, tq  pa, uq  pa  1, uq otherwise
(cf. [2]).
3 Finite Functions
A 0-finite function is a function u : N Ñ N sending all but a finitely many
numbers to 0 (or equivalently, a function from a finite subset of N to N ); a
0-finite function can also be viewed as an infinite sequence pa0, a1, ...q, with
almost all components are zero, called a 0-finite sequence. Denote by ΩN the
set of all 0-finite functions. Let  : ΩNN Ñ N be the canonical function such
that u  x  upxq for any finite 0-function u and number x.
The set ΩN of all 0-finite functions plays an important role in our algebraic
approach to the theory of abstract machines. A crucial fact about ΩN is that it
is effectively denumerable, i.e. there is an effectively computable bijection from
ΩN to N. In this paper we shall use the bijection determined by a primitive
pairing.
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By a primitive pairing we mean an algebra pN, α, β, r sq where α, β : N Ñ N
and r s : N  N Ñ N are primitive recursive functions such that the following
conditions are satisfied for any integer a, b ¥ 0:
1. αra, bs  a.
2. βra, bs  b.
3. rαa, βas  a.
4. r0, 0s  0.
5. αz ¤ z and βz   z for any z ¡ 0.
We shall write ra1, a2, ..., ans for ra1, ra2, ra3, ..., ran1, ans...sss.
Remark 4 A primitive pairing is a genoid in the category of sets in the sense
of [11].
Example 3.1 The Cantor pairing function given by
ra, bs  1  2  ...  pa  bq   b  1{2pa  bqpa  b  1q   b
defines a primitive pairing:
r0, 0s
lomon
0
, r1, 0s
lomon
1
, r0, 1s
lomon
2
, r2, 0s
lomon
3
, r1, 1s
lomon
4
, r0, 2s
lomon
5
, r3, 0s
lomon
6
, r2, 1s
lomon
7
, r1, 2s
lomon
8
, r0, 3s
lomon
9
, ...
Remark 5 Note that the condition 5 is not symmetric for α and β. For Can-
tor pairing we have α1  1 ¤ 1 and β1  0   1. Thus the pairing
ra, bs  1  2  ...   pa  bq   a  1{2pa  bqpa  b  1q   a
is not a primitive pairing: instead of 1  r1, 0, ..., 0s the pairing r s gives us
1  r0, 0, ..., 1s, which means there is no 0-finite sequence determined by 1.
In the following we shall fix a primitive pairing.
Suppose a is any number. For any number n define αnpaq  αβ
na, which is
called the n-th component of a. Then
α0paq  αpaq,
α1paq  αβpaq,
a  rα0paq, α1paq, ..., αnpaq, β
n 1as.
Notation: Sometimes it is convenient to write paqn for αnpaq, and write paqn,m
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in place of αmpαnpaqq, etc. Then we have
a  rpaq0, paq1, ..., paqn, β
n 1
paqs.
Note that
rpaq0, paq1, ..., paqn, 0s  rpaq0, paq1, ..., paqn, 0, 0s  rpaq0, paq1, ..., paqn, 0, 0, 0, ..., 0s.
If pa0, a1, ...q P ΩN then we write ra0, a1, ...s for ra0, a1, ..., ak, 0s, where k is any
number such that ai  0 for i ¡ k.
By induction one can show that αaa  paqa  β
aa  0. Thus αnpaq  paqn  0
for any n ¥ a. Hence ppaq0, paq1, ...q has only finitely many nonzero components
for any number a, i.e. ppaq0, paq1, ...q P ΩN. We have
a  rpaq0, paq1, ...., paqa, 0s.
Thus it is legitimate to write a  rpaq0, paq1, ...s for any number a.
We shall write ab for paqb. The function  : NN Ñ N is a primitive recursive
function.
If f is a 0-finite function let Spfq  rfp0q, fp1q, ...s, Then we have fpxq 
Spfqx. Conversely any number a determines a 0-finite function (or sequence)
ppaq0, paq1, ...q and Sppaq0, paq1, ...q  a. Thus we obtain an effectively com-
putable bijection S : ΩN Ñ N.
The binary operation  is called a universal operation (or function) for 0-finite
functions.
We summarize the main properties concerning  in the following theorem:
Theorem 6 There is a pair of functions  : N  N Ñ N and rx0, x1, ...s :
ΩN Ñ N such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1. For any a P N the sequence pa  0, a  1, ...q is 0-finite.
2. ra0, a1, ...s  i  ai for any pa0, a1, ...q P ΩN.
3. ra  0, a  1, ...s  a.
4. a  b  0 if b ¥ a.
5.  is primitive recursive.
6. Let β : N Ñ N be the function such that βpaq  ra  1, a  2, ...s. Then β is
primitive recursive.
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7. For any 0-finite function f there is a unique number e such that ex  fpxq
for any number x.
4 Counter Machines
A counter machine is an arithmetic C-machine satisfying the following condi-
tions:
1. C  N  N, S  P  M  N; a congruence pa, uq P C consists a number in
the counter and a code u for a one-way tape.
2. τ : C Ñ N is the projection sending pa, uq to a.
3.   .
4. Ikpa1, a1, ..., akq  p0, ra1, ..., ak, 0, ...sq and I  I
1
Y I2 Y I3 Y ....
5. Opa, uq  puq0.
Thus a counter machine reduces to a single primitive recursive function  :
N C Ñ C such that 0  pa, uq  pa, uq for any configuration pa, uq.
Applying Theorem 1 to a counter machine we have the following
Theorem 7 If C is a counter machine then any C-computable function is
recursive.
We define two types of counter machines (see [1] [2] [9]):
Suppose r, s, t ¥ 0.
Unlimited Register Configuration Machine (URCM):
If p  4r   1 let p  pa, uq  pa  1, rpuq0, ..., puqr1, 0, puqr 1, ...sq.
If p  4r   2 let p  pa, uq  pa  1, rpuq0, ..., puqr1, puqr   1, puqr 1, ...sq.
If p  4rr, ss   3 let p  pa, uq  pa  1, rpuq0, ..., puqs1, puqr, puqs 1, ...sq.
If p  4rr, s, ts 4 let ppa, uq  pt, uq if puqr  puqs, and ppa, uq  pa 1, uq
otherwise.
Abacus Configuration Machine (ACM):
If p  2rr, ss   1 let p  pa, uq  ps, rpuq0, ..., puqr1, puqr   1, puqr 1, ...sq.
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If p  2rr, s, ts   2 let p  pa, uq  ps, rpuq0, ..., puqr1, puqr  1, puqr 1, ...sq if
puqr  0, and p  pa, uq  pt, uq otherwise.
The operations  defined above are primitive recursive (Definition by Cases,
cf [2], p.37). Thus URCM and ACM are counter machines.
For the unlimited register machine (URM) defined in [2] there are four classes
of instructions: Zpnq, Spnq, T pm,nq and Jpm,n, qq with m,n, q ¥ 1. A finite
list P  I1, ..., Id of these instructions constitutes a program for URM. Define
codepZpnqq  4pn  1q   1, coedpSpnqq  4pn  1q   2, codepT pm,n, qq 
4rm1, n1s 3 and codepJpm,n, qqq  4rm1, n1, q1s 4. The code for
a URM-program P is codepP q  rcodepI1q, ..., codedpIdq, 0s, corresponding to a
program for URCM. Clearly the programs P and codepP q compute the same
partial function. Thus any URM-computable function is URCM-computable.
It is proved in [2] that any recursive partial function is URM-computable, thus
is also URCM-computable. The same arguments also apply to ACM (see [1]).
From these results and Theorem 1 we obtain
Theorem 8 Any partial recursive function is URCM-computable and ACM-
computable. For any k ¡ 0, ψk is a universal function for k-ary recursive
functions.
Corollary 9 URCM and ACM are universal machines (cf. Theorem 2).
5 Turing Machine
The Turing configuration machine (TCM) is an arithmetic C-machine defined
as follows:
1. C  N N, S  P  M  N.
2. τpq, uq  rq, puq1s, which is primitive recursive.
3.   .
Any number u determines a two-way tape on N
tapepuq  p..., puq0,3, puq0,2, puq0,1, puq0,0,
▽
puq1, puq2, puq3, ....q
with αpuq  puq0  rpuq0,0, puq0,1, ...s as the code for the left part (in reverse
order) and βpuq  rpuq1, puq2, ...s as the code for the right part; puq1 is the
scanned number.
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A configuration pq, uq P C consists of a state q and the code u for a tape.
A situation rq, as P S consists of a current state q and the scanned number a.
For any px1, ..., xkq let
Jkpx1, ..., xnq  r1, 1, ..., 1
looomooon
x1 1
, 0, 1, 1...., 1
looomooon
x2 1
, 0, 1, 1...., 1
looomooon
x3 1
, 0...s
Each Jkpa1, ..., akq represents the right part of the start tape when the input
is px1, ..., xkq
p
▽
1, 1, ..., 1
looomooon
x1 1
, 0, 1, 1...., 1
looomooon
x2 1
, 0, 1, 1...., 1
looomooon
x3 1
, 0...q
Let Ikpx1, ..., xkq  p0, r0, Jkpx1, ..., xkqsq be the start configuration when the
input is px1, ..., xnq; here the start state is 0. Let I  I
1
Y I2 Y I3 Y ....
For any number a let gpaq be the number of appearances of 1 in the sequence
tpaq0, paq1, ...u. Let Opcq  gppcq1q  gpβ
2cq; Opcq is the number of appearance
of 1 on the tape with the code βpcq.
One can show that Ik and O are primitive recursive.
To define  we first introduce the basic acts on tapes:
Let Sau  rpuq0, ra, β
2uss for any a ¥ 0 (change the scanned number to a).
Let Ru  rrpuq1, puq0s, β
2us (move the head one step to the right)
Let Lu  rβppuq0q, rpuq0,0, βuss (move the head one step to the left).
The acts Sa, R, L have the following effects on the tape with code u:
tapepSauq  p..., puq0,3, puq0,2, puq0,1, puq0,0,
▽
a, puq2, puq3, ....q
tapepRuq  p..., puq0,3, puq0,2, puq0,1, puq0,0, puq1,
▽
puq2, puq3, ....q
tapepLuq  p..., puq0,3, puq0,2, puq0,1,
▽
puq0,0, puq1, puq2, puq3, ....q
Assume P ¡ 0.
An instruction P  1  rq, rs consists of a state q  pP  1q0 and the code
r  βpP1q for an act on the tape. The acts R,L, Sa will be coded as 0, 1, a 2
respectively.
Formally we define  as follows:
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If βpP  1q  0 then P  pq, uq  ppP  1q0, Ruq.
If βpP  1q  1 then P  pq, uq  ppP  1q0, Luq.
If βpP  1q  a for a ¡ 1 then P  pq, uq  ppP  1q0, Sa2puqq.
Then  is primitive recursive (Definition by Cases, cf [2], p.37).
Applying Theorem 1 to TCM we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 10 Any TCM-computable function is recursive.
A program for a Turing machine in the ordinary sense (cf [4]) determines
a TCM-program. It is well know that any recursive partial function is com-
putable by an ordinary Turing machine (cf [1] [4]). From this and Theorem 1
we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 11 Any partial recursive function is TCM-computable. For any
k ¡ 0, ψkis a universal function for k-ary recursive functions.
Corollary 12 TCM is a universal machine (cf. Theorem 2).
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